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INTRODUCTION
“Let’s do this theory thing in a new way”

I love music! I love playing it, composing it and teaching it! Music has such a mysterious 
beauty to it that I know that I will still be loving it when I’m 80 years old (God willing). Most 
of my enjoyment of music is in the practical elements - the composing and the performing. 
However, my ability to be able to read sheet music has been crucial in freeing me as a com-
poser and a performer. I have also (believe it or not) enjoyed the times in my life when I have 
focussed on developing my theoretical understanding. I have found that these times have been 
a launch pad to new levels of creativity.

However, I always come across students who find music theory boring, mainly because they 
have been told that the way to learn theory is to sit down with a book and...well, just learn it as 
though it was some separate subject. This is the way theory has been taught for years, but it is 
not a very effective means of learning. It certainly is not the way to learn how to read sheet 
music. Sheet music is like a language...it needs to be spoken out loud and not just read. It needs 
to be made practical. In short, we need to “do this theory thing in a new way”.

It is for this reason that I have written this ebook How to Read Sheet Music. I want to take a 
new approach to learning music theory ... I want to make it a practical, fun and contemporary 
experience. I want to help you become the best possible musician you can by learning how to 
read music, not in some abstract theoretical way, but in a hands on, practical, 21st century ap-
proach.

I have structured it in lessons rather than chapters so that we stay focussed on what you are 
learning and why. I have tried to make it fun and short so that you can learn the theory as 
quickly as possible so that you can get onto the practical. I have also included “Student 
Question” boxes where I tackle common questions I am asked by my students about any-
thing from “What is Middle C?” to “Why don’t musicians go beyond G in the alphabet?”.
Each lesson is linked to practical worksheet activities in the free workbook aimed at cement-
ing your learning. I also want you to put this understanding into performing straight away. That 
is why I’ve included a free copy of 20 Easy Pieces for Occasions. This is the crucial practical 
element of the process so often missed out. 

With this combination of focussed lessons, straight-forward worksheets and practical pieces to 
play, I am confident that over the course of the next 7 lessons (and the one bonus lesson) you 
will learn how to read sheet music and enter a new phase of music making.

Good luck!

Benjamin Dunne! 
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About The Author

Hi. I’m Ben and I am a prize-winning music theory student, music teacher, examiner, com-
poser and pianist. Having had the opportunity to study the piano from an early age, my musi-
cal style is rooted in the traditions of classical music. However, a significant amount of my mu-
sical experience has been in more contemporary forms of music and music technology.

Having graduated from Oxford University, I studied for my LRSM and it was during this pe-
riod of time that my passion for composing, performing and teaching music developed. I was 
inspired by the music I was performing and wanted to help others in their journeys as musi-
cians. I teach at a secondary school in the United Kingdom where I am Head of Sixth Form. I 
also teach individual pupils privately and am an examiner.

A considerable amount of my time is spent recording. My most recent release is “11 Pieces on 
the Piano”. The album contains short pieces drawn from life experiences. Classical in style, the 
music is characteristically thoughtful and melancholic, influenced by modern composers such 
as Philip Glass, Ludovico Einaudi and Dustin O’Halloran.  

www.benjamindunnett.com
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SAMPLE LESSON -  PITCH

The highs and the lows 

What will you learn in The Sample Lesson?
In this lesson you will learn:
• How to read notes on the Treble and Bass clefs
• Why musicians refuse to go beyond G in their alphabets!
• How to recognize sharps and flats

What is Pitch?

Pitch (noun) =  how high or low a note sounds

Most people have a basic concept of the fact that some notes sound higher 
than others. Play a note high up on a piano followed by another note down 
low and the average listener will be able to identify that there is a difference 
in pitch between the 2 notes. Many people also know that pitch is commu-
nicated by a series of letters (A, B, C, D, E, F, G). People also have an un-
derstanding of the fact that some instruments play predominantly high 
notes (e.g. flute), some play predominantly low notes (e.g. bass guitar), 
whilst some can play a large range of pitches (e.g. piano). 
So the first main function of sheet music is simply to tell the reader how 
high or low a note is - grasp this and you are already well on the way to 
reading sheet music.
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Naming the Notes

Notes are named after letters A-B-C-D-E-F-G. Instead of going onto H-I, etc.. it starts again at 
A. This run of 8 notes from A-A or B-B, C-C, etc.. is called an octave. These notes can be 
played on any tuned instrument. So, on a piano, the notes correspond to the following keys....

Clearly, the 1st basic thing that you want to learn in order to be able to read sheet music is 
what note to play. Instead of writing out letters on a page, the universal way of communicating 
which notes are to be played is via the staff.

The Staff

Staff notation is built on a series of 5 lines called a staff (or stave) and is the foundation upon 
which music is written....

A note can be placed on different lines or spaces - the higher up the stave, the higher the note 
sounds....
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Obviously music uses a lot more than just the 9 notes of a stave (5 lines and 4 spaces), so we 
need some way of being able to represent these extra notes. 

Enter Ledger lines.... 

Ledger Lines are additional lines which can be put above or below the staves to extend the 
pitch range of the stave.

OK. But using ledger lines still leaves us with 2 problems....

1. Our music is going to look very confusing if we just keep adding ledger lines above and below 
the stave. 

2. We still don’t know what notes are on which lines/spaces.

Happily, help is at hand in the form of Clefs....

Clefs

Clefs are symbols put at the beginning of a stave to assign specific lines/spaces to specific 
pitches. The easiest way to grasp this is to consider the note Middle C. 

Middle C is assigned to a specific line when we put a clef at the start of the stave. 

Student Question - “What is Middle C?”
Middle C is this note that you hear about lots. In fact, there’s 
nothing particularly special about middle C; it’s not really in the 
middle of anything! It does happen to be the C which is closest to 
the centre of a piano. (In order to find a C on the piano look for 
the white note to the left of the 2 black notes. In order to find 
middle C look for the one which is nearest the middle of the pi-
ano.) 
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For example, if we put a Treble Clef at the start of a stave like this....

  ....then Middle C will be on a 
  ledger line below the stave...

If we put a Bass Clef at the start of the stave like this....

....then Middle C will be on 
a  ledger line above the 
stave....

Consecutive notes going up and down from Middle C can be shown by putting a note on suc-
cessive lines and spaces on a Treble or Bass Clef stave....

Can you see that by using these clefs we have dramatically increased the number of notes that 
can be shown on just these 5 lines and 4 spaces? Combine this with some ledger lines and you 
have a lot of notes!

O.K. So we get the concept of the stave, ledger lines and clefs. Now we need to learn which 
lines/spaces refer to which notes in these 2 clefs. The best way to learn the note names is 
through the following simple rhymes....
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The Note Rhymes...

For the Treble Clef lines....

For the Treble Clef spaces it is easy as the spaces make the word “FACE”....

For the Bass Clef lines....

For the Bass Clef spaces....

Feel free to make up your own...... whatever works best for you.
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What about the black notes?

We now know how to read the white notes (otherwise known as the naturals) on a piano/
keyboard. However, we need to also know when to play the black notes. The black notes are 
known as sharps and flats and are shown by a # sign or a b sign placed before the note. Sharps 
(#) raise the note by a semitone, whilst flats (b) lower the note by a semitone.  

Student Question- “Do musicians not know their alphabets?”

A question I get asked a lot by my students is why doesn’t the musical 
alphabet go beyond “G” - surely musicians know their alphabets?! 
And what’s so special about ‘G” - why not stop at “H” or “M”? 

The answer is simple (although a little bit scientific!). 

Sound travels in waves and we can measure how close the waves are to-
gether (the frequency). The higher in pitch a note is the closer the sound waves are to-
gether (i.e. the higher the frequency). If you play an A on a piano and then play an A higher 
up the piano - the note sounds higher in pitch, but the 2 notes also sound the same in some 
way. They are clearly very closely related. This is because the frequency of the A an octave 
higher is double that of the A an octave below. This doubling of the frequency with every 
octave is the same for all other notes, not just A. When we get to the 8th note of the scale 
we have reached this doubling of frequency so it makes sense to call the 8th note A and 
start the cycle again.
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Enharmonic Equivalents
You will have noticed from the picture of a keyboard above that every sharp has a correspond-
ing flat. e.g. C# is the same note as Db. This is called an enharmonic equivalent. (This is not 
essential knowledge for learning how to read sheet music, but is the sort of geeky fact you can impress your 
'iends with!!)

Double Sharps and Double Flats
Sometimes you will see a “x” before a note. This is called a double sharp and it means that the 
note should be raised by 2 semitones. The “bb” sign is a double flat sign and means the note 
should be lowered by 2 semitones.

“8ve” Signs
If you see an 8ve sign above a passage of notes (normally with a line indicating the passage of 
notes it refers to) then this means that these notes should be played an octave higher than 
written.  

Let’s Test Your Knowledge and 

Get Practical

Have a go at the following worksheet (answers can 
be found after the Lesson Reflection section)

Also, have a go at the Practical Activity
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SAMPLE LESSON WORKSHEET
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LESSON ONE PRACTICAL TASK

YOUR FIRST TUNES
Have a go at playing these 3 pieces on your instrument. 
There is a line under each note if you find it helpful to write the note names in.
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Sample Lesson Reflection
I hope you’ve enjoyed your sample lesson. 

Take a moment to reflect on what you’ve learnt already. 
You now know how to read naturals (white notes) and sharps/flats (black notes) and have 
gained an understanding of ledger lines and clefs. You also have already had a chance to get 
PRACTICAL. Remember, the PRACTICAL is a key unique part of this method of learn-
ing how to read music.

In the extended version of Lesson 1 in the Learn How To 
Read Music Course you will go on to look at scales/keys 
and how an understanding of key signatures is crucial to 
your success in reading music. 

You will also learn the secret to reading rhythms quickly so 
that you can start to read and play tunes straight away. 

BUY Learn How To Read Music NOW at the discounted 
price of $39.95 $19.95 (for a limited time only).

You will also receive the following FREE BONUS materials.....

Bonus #1 (worth $14.95): How To Read Music Workbook, including:

• Worksheets for each topic

• Practical Activities

• “The Big Test” to assess your understanding

• Certificate of Completion
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Bonus #2 (worth $19.95): 20 Famous Pieces For Occasions

• 20 pieces arranged for piano.

• 20 Lead Sheets for guitarists, vocalists and solo instrumentalists

• Chord sheets

• Piano fingering

• Advice on The Different Ways to Play chords on the piano

Easily a $35.00 value for ABSOLUTELY FREE!

There is no risk whatsoever on your part. The burden to deliver is entirely on me.

As a musician, you can’t afford not to invest in Learn How To Read Music. It’s easy to get 
started. Just click the button below and an email will be sent to your email address. In it will be 
a link to download the book, audio files and bonus gifts.
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Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. I hope that this Sample 
Lesson has inspired you. I wish you the best of luck in your journey as a musician.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Dunne!
P.S. Just think! You’ll be able to read and play a huge range of new music. Click Here To Get 
Learn How To Read Music NOW!
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SAMPLE LESSON WORKSHEET 

ANSWERS
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Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty
The author makes no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or complete-
ness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaim all warranties, including without 
limitation warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created or ex-
tended by sales or promotional materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may not 
be suitable for every situation. This work is sold with the understanding that the publisher is 
not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional services. If professional assis-
tance is required, the services of a competent professional person should be sought. Neither 
the publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising herefrom. Please understand 
that there are some links contained in this guide that the author may benefit from financially. 
The fact that an organization or website is referred to in this work as a citation and/or a poten-
tial source of further information does not mean that the author or the publisher endorses the 
information the organization or website may provide or recommendations it may make. Fur-
ther, readers should be aware that internet websites listed in this work may have changed or 
disappeared between when the work was written and when it is read.  All trademarks are the 
property of their respective owners.

Copyright Notice
No part of this publication shall be reproduced, transmitted, or sold in whole or in part in any 
form, without the prior written consent of the author. All trademarks and registered trade-
marks appearing in this guide are the property of their respective owners.

Copyright © 2011 Benjamin Dunnett

Published by Benjamin Dunnett
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